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Report to WDC
(i) The current membership and genre of O
 NEONESIX
ONEONESIX has continued to grow as an accessible performance, art and community
space in the centre of Whangārei. It is used by hundreds of people in the community
every week and visited by a growing number of artists, theatre companies and groups
from around the country. It is widely known as a place that incubates original ideas,
celebrates, presents and assists in the development of diverse contemporary performing
arts, supports valuable community activity and provides a framework for young people
to participate and gain skills in a range of areas.
Company of Giants is a small theatre collective that has developed, guided and
continues to manage and hold the lease for ONEONESIX with council. Our role has been
to build the concept, investigate what need ONEONESIX fulfills in our community and to
provide the framework and administrative support to keep it running. We have also
learned and applied knowledge of community and audience building and arts practice to
build and manage ONEONESIX into the vibrant community run centre it has become.

“

ONEONESIX provides a
framework for young people to
participate and gain skills in a
wide range of disciplines

”

Company of Giants is integral to, but separate from, ONEONESIX and we see our role as
kaitiaki of the space in order for the wider community to have access to this resource.
However, by the end of the current lease in mid 2019 we hope to re-negotiate the lease
of 116A Bank Street with WDC to pass over the lease and management of the building to
the ONEONESIX Trust. The trust, which gained charitable status this year, is made up of a
diverse range of people who know the space and are committed to its future. The
transition to the trust managing ONEONESIX will be slow and well-managed and
ultimately will ensure a healthy, long and sustainable future for the space.
The values and activities of Company of Giants still lead and define the space, the
kaupapa around ONEONESIX and the volunteers who run it. These values will be infused
into the values and practices of the ONEONESIX Trust. This approach is based on our
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ideas of Manaakitanga, valuing and respecting everyone who comes to ONEONESIX, and
Kaitiakitanga, guardianship of ONEONESIX as a physical space and as a concept.
ONEONESIX is a place that is used by many people of different backgrounds and
attracts exciting original activity, performance, events, workshops and conversations for
the people of our community to participate in nearly every day of the week. Company of
Giants does not generate all of this activity, rather it allows it to happen by strengthening
new ideas, providing strong frameworks, support, access and shared networks and
inviting performance and activity to our city that would not otherwise visit.
ONEONESIX has responded to the needs of the community demonstrated by its usership
and the activity it has attracted. It has become a performance venue which by nature of
its simple resources and adaptable arrangement attracts an array of performance
events and diverse audiences because of this - fringe theatre, high quality professional
works, experimental work in development, Māori theatre, family works, theatre for
children, community-based performance, acoustic music gigs and national tours of
contemporary new NZ works. ONEONESIX still sustains itself by balancing the
collaboration between the level of regular community activity and one-off event activity.
This diversity of activity is ONEONESIX’s greatest strength and the principal reason it
survives.
Company of Giants continues to be the primary contributor to the theatre and
performance that exists there (Milk and Honey, The Owl and the Pussycat, The Boy Who
Lost his Jabberwock and Our Highs and Lows). However, our main and perhaps most
valuable role has been supporting wide and diverse contributors and allowing the space
to be available to many. As Company of Giants we hope to generate more performance
work with a focus on family works and community projects, when the maintenance of
ONEONESIX takes up less of our team’s energy.

“

ONEONESIX has become a
performance venue which
attracts an array of
performance events and
diverse audiences

”

In the third year of operation we have been able to consolidate many of the daily
processes of the operation of ONEONESIX.
We continue to invest in the building infrastructure particularly in the area of live
performance. This year has seen the acquisition of a professional 120 channel lighting
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board, a 3.5 metre high mobile tower scaffold for adjusting theatre lights and continued
expansion of the technical inventory including new lighting and cabling.
As well as the ongoing support from WDC in the form of the rental subsidy, we have
worked hard to develop strong and constructive relationships with WDC staff. This
relationship is essential for the success and the future of ONEONESIX. In the last year
WDC have undertaken significant improvements to ONEONESIX including;
●

Painting the exterior which also involved substantial repairs to damaged
weatherboards and joinery. We also appreciated the opportunity to be part of the
wide community engagement WDC staff ran around the choice of the new colour
scheme for ONEONESIX

●

Improvements to disability access including widening the Beagle Radio studio
door to enable a DJ in a power chair to perform his weekly show and installing a
small internal ramp to prevent tripping hazards

●

Repairs to the kitchen fire exit door

●

Addition of a separate hand sink in the kitchen to enable hygienic handwashing in
food preparation. This feature has been essential for the P
 alate Wholesome
Collective nutrition workshops

We are in discussions with WDC about refurbishing the male toilets at ONEONESIX which
have been closed for the past 12 months due to an unpleasant lingering odour after use.

“

Strong and constructive
relationships with WDC staff
which are essential for the
success and the future of
ONEONESIX

”

In the last six months we have continued to use the rent money to pay an administrator
for six hours a week to take on some of the load of co-ordinating the different
organisations using the space, increasing the communication with the community and
users and generally increasing usership and activity. ONEONESIX is still running on an
average of around 35 volunteer hours a week and we need to transfer some of this load
into a paid position; it is not sustainable for ONEONESIX to be so dependent on a
volunteer management team.
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In relation to ONEONESIX, Company of Giants practical aims and objectives include;
●

To encourage creative work that is accessible to all groups in our community and
break down economic barriers which prevent people from participating in local
arts

●

To support healthy and diverse community activity that can be accessed and led
by many different people and groups acknowledging the sense of belonging and
support that is cultivated for people when they participate

●

To empower diverse voices and leadership within community through theatre
processes, arts practice and collective storytelling and other dynamic activity

●

To establish professional theatre and arts practice in Whangārei and support
frameworks which seek to create paid work for skilled performers and artists
contributing to our community

●

To use arts practice in the development of healthy, sustainable and joyous
communities

●

To empower, assist and mentor young arts practitioners into professional
practice

●

To make a space in Whangārei for the presentation of high calibre New Zealand
theatre with a unique voice that is accessible to a wide range of people

●

To use the medium of art, performative or otherwise, to create a platform which
can re-activate, charge and re-invigorate the social fringes of our city.

To empower, assist and
mentor young arts
practitioners into
professional practice

“

”

The values infused into the operation of ONEONESIX are;
●

INVENTION/ INNOVATION: W
 e support, enable and incubate new ideas and
people who are working at the point where different creative and community
fields intersect.

●

ACCESSIBILITY: We encourage the ‘positive friction’ of Whangārei, by making the
space and programme accessible to a diverse range of people in our community.
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●

AGILITY: W
 e are responsive and accountable to our community. We look to fill
gaps, take advantage of opportunities and adapt to the needs of the ONEONESIX
whanau.

●

MANAAKITANGA: W
 e host artists, audiences and community members with
respect , generosity, and care.

●

AGENCY: W
 e foster leadership in young people and our community. We trust the
people using our space and provide opportunities for them to grow. We say ‘yes’
as often as is practical and safe.

“

We foster leadership in young
people and our community

”

●

TANGATA: We welcome people, their contribution and their stories into the
kaupapa at ONEONESIX. People are at the centre of all of our decisions

●

ARTS PROGRAMMING: We programme artistic content that is contemporary,
varied and relevant to the people of Te Tai Tokerau, developing a local audience
for high quality New Zealand art and theatre.

●

SKILLS: W
 e promote and facilitate community skills sharing, participation and
the growth and expansion of new ventures. We provide connections, resources
and opportunities for young people to become involved and educated in a vast
range of community and performance activity.

●

ARTS: We value artists and support the creation of a professional performing arts
framework in our city, that is a city where performers and artists are paid for their
work and young people consider it as a viable option to pursue and contribute to
their community..

(ii) O
 NEONESIX Assistance of Youth And Community
Through ONEONESIX, Company of Giants provides a support structure for groups and
individuals to grow ideas and skills and come together in different ways as a community.
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The aim has been to develop and maintain ONEONESIX as a central city community
space for the district of Whangārei with a focus on activity that is inclusive, diverse,
expansive and promotes young people. In our initial proposal a primary aim was to:

CREATE A SPACE FOR THE YOUNG AND OLD PEOPLE OF Whangārei TO
CELEBRATE, CHALLENGE, FORGIVE, LEARN AND REFLECT IN THE FORMS OF
CONVERSATION, PERFORMANCE, ART, MUSIC, FOOD, SHARING AND LISTENING.

“

Since August 2017,
ONEONESIX has averaged
1127 visits per month. That is
13526 visits per year from a
diverse range of people of
all ages from our community

”

A big emphasis in our work is to create activity where young people and indeed ALL
people are given the opportunity to participate and grow alongside other age groups,
given responsibility and trust to lead and develop their own projects. ONEONESIX
provides opportunities for intergenerational learning where young people can be
mentored and acquire skills in a range of areas working alongside those with expertise.
We also believe that by supporting the development of a performing arts culture in
Whangārei, young people can be exposed to, participate in and have access to a wide
range of contemporary performance practices. This exposure will help to educate and
support a generation of Whangārei artists which we believe will lead to increased
participation and contribution. Having access to contemporary NZ performance
undoubtedly leads to clear and strong pathways into the arts as a career but also
emphasises for young people arts practices as a way of expressing personal challenges,
community challenges and celebrating the unique voices in our city.
Company of Giants is committed to creating a culture where as many people as possible
can have access to a wide range of performing arts and community experiences that
are accessible and economical. We encourage low ticket prices and koha tickets; we
believe that price should not be a barrier to entry and that everyone has a right to the
performing arts.
ONEONESIX is also home to significant community focused activity that is affordable and
accessible to a wide range of community. Nearly every day of the week activities such as
circus, martial arts, yoga, radio, theatre, improvisation, dance, choir, skate school,
workshops and creative movement are open to all members of the community.
Increasingly ONEONESIX is being used as a venue to fundraise for community initiatives
and for Whangārei groups travelling to represent Northland elsewhere. Recently
Tauraroa Area School and WGHS have used the space to fundraise for drama trips to
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Wellington and many other community ventures have been supported by events
happening in the space which often have a performance focus.
Some specific ways young people and other people have been engaged in the space
are;
●

We have continued to build relationships with schools, community groups and
indeed key individuals to try and support needs and fill gaps. This has meant
ONEONESIX is a place that people are now approaching to incubate ideas about
innovative community and performance activity from both within and outside
Whangārei.

“

ONEONESIX is a place that
people are now approaching to
incubate ideas about
innovative community and
performance activity

”

●

We are consistently approached by theatre makers from around the country to
present work at ONEONESIX. Despite being a “low fi” venue, people are aware of
the manaakitanga and community around ONEONESIX and are interested in
bringing work here because of that. Theatre makers also understand the venue is
low risk in terms of cost and that there is a growing audience hungry to see
contemporary NZ work. We are averaging at least one professional touring
theatre show a month and many of these come with workshops / talks /
engagement with community and young people. When we have gained
operational funding to support the processes around hosting works like this we
expect that this number will grow.

●

We try to offer support to new ideas and have a focus on mentoring young
people into making things happen and forming connections. We are able to use
our growing database and social media presence to support new ideas and
performance events so people have an audience and a safe framework to come
into.

●

The space is populated with volunteers and users every day of the week. We
employ an administrator for 6 hours a week to work more directly at helping
people use the space and young people create exciting events.

●

We support young people by giving them responsibility and autonomy,
supporting them to run their own projects. This is done both informally and
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formally specifically through funding proposals, following ideas through,
providing opportunities to learn in many different areas of arts, arts
management, producing and performance and also in giving them access to the
space to lead their own youth lead events and conversations.
The support that is offered is still entirely voluntary and comes from many different
people and sources. We envisage that youth engagement will be part of the fully paid
full time role when we are in a position to receive operational funding.
A few examples of youth focused activity happening in the space include;
●

An exciting Company of Giants initiative lead by Thomas Gowing was to create a
framework through which local businesses can support local low decile primary
school students to have access to innovative theatre experiences by sponsoring
performances. During the December season of T
 he Boy Who Lost His
Jabberwock l ast year, four local businesses (Henderson Reeves, Cato Bolam,
Morris and Morris and M
 AQ Accountants) sponsored performances attended by
Tikipunga Primary, R
 aurimu Avenue School, M
 orningside Primary, B
 lomfield
School, Otangarei Primary. W
 hen we can attract and create more theatre works
for children we hope to make this an annual occurrence.

Local business support of
local low decile primary
school students to have
access to innovative theatre
experiences by sponsoring
performances

“

”

●

A group of teenagers use the space as a base for the annual 48 hour film
challenge.

●

A year 11 WGHS student (also musician and lighting operator for touring theatre
performances at ONEONESIX) often uses the space for a student-led
improvisation session in the back room.

●

Script to Stage is also entirely youth-led and involves young theatre makers
sharing their writing and building towards performance.

(iii) Community Collaboration and its Benefits
Northland Youth Theatre - N
 YT and Company of Giants collaborate regularly in many
ways - sharing information, resources and promotion and providing a strong link for
Northland Youth Theatre members to be able to use ONEONESIX and feel like they are
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part of the community of the space. They are regular attendees of all the shows,
volunteer ushers and FOH support. NYT presented the script to stage production S
 hots
Fired in August 2017 and often use the space for workshops and rehearsals. Sometimes
activities at ONEONESIX spill over into the NYT space when performance events need the
space or there are double bookings.
Belltech - Belltech has made it possible for ONEONESIX to become a venue which highly
respected artists are looking forward to performing in. Tim Bell has helped to service and
develop the technical areas of the space which are necessary for performance to
happen regularly and safely. Tim is the main technical contact for all touring and local
theatre companies coming to use the space. He has also mentored and trained several
young technicians who are now paid to operate many of the shows which tour here. He is
a huge contributor to the growing performing arts skills in Whangārei.
Circus Kumarani - K
 umarani Circus offers an exuberant and well attended holiday
programme at ONEONESIX nearly every holidays. These are koha entry and thus
accessible to all. Hundreds of kids have participated with Kumarani at ONEONESIX.
Kumarani also use the space to run specialist training workshops and circus
performance events.
Whangārei Circus - W
 hangārei Circus offers free and koha classes twice a week at
ONEONESIX for all ages.
The Giant Drop in Choir - This continues to flourish and was one of the founding events
that Company of Giants initiated to raise awareness and attendance of the space.
Attendance ranges between 40 and 80 people every Monday and consists of people of
all ages. This is lead by Zoe Booty and has become a beacon of community celebration
and resilience for many members. The choir community seeps into many other aspects
of ONEONESIX activity and volunteer base.. This is koha entry and anyone is welcome.
Skate School - S
 kate School is a drop in roller skating class with attendees from 8 to 18
that happens most Mondays in the space which culminates in an annual or biannual
rollerdisco in the space for children and adolescents.
Beagle Radio - This has been one of the most fruitful relationships at ONEONESIX.
Beagle Radio contributes to the building by paying for the internet for ONEONESIX from
their membership koha. Beagle has a commitment to recruiting and training young DJs.
Beagle is aligned closely with the ONEONESIX kaupapa of trusting young people and
giving them agency to develop their skills This is a voluntary community radio station
committed to providing a slot to anyone in the community who wants one as well as
promoting local events, conducting interviews with visiting musicians and artists and
doing regular live to air slots with up and coming youth bands. Beagle has become an
important port of call for visiting musicians as well as providing ongoing support of local
musicians. Beagle is in discussions with Creative Northland about securing funding to
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increase promotion of Northland musicians. An initiative is underway to secure funding
for a dedicated Te Reo presence on the air.

“

ONEONESIX’s kaupapa of
trusting young people and
giving them agency to develop
their skills

”

No Lights No Lycra - A youth-led Beagle event to be reinstated at ONEONESIX this year.
Beagle Radio have recently fundraised to purchase a PA system and will now run this
monthly community event which is an awesome drop-in hour-long dance party in the
dark, attended by all ages including many teenagers. Different DJs of all ages create a
playlist each time. This will be lead by a group of teenage Beagle Radio DJs. This was
very well attended in the first year of ONEONESIX and we welcome its return.
Palate Wholesome Collective - Is holding regular vegan and plant-based cooking
classes in the space. The classes run by Zee Tana focus on nutrition and preparation and
subsidies are available for low income attendees. Through August, Zee is working with an
NZSL interpreter for classes accessible to the Deaf community. An initiative is underway
to secure funding for a series of workshops in a Te Reo cafe format. Workshops will
begin with a Te Reo session and will be followed by food nutrition and preparation
classes utilising Te Reo learnt in the workshop.
Live Moves Creative Therapy - T
 his work is central to the kaupapa of the space and is
providing important and nuanced work previously unavailable here. This movement
therapy work with vulnerable children was happening in the backroom twice a week with
Jan Mcconnell up until the end of 2017. Jan’s work and capacity in this area has now
developed further and she is currently no longer in need of the space because of this
expansion. We expect her to return for private sessions in this area.
PechaKucha - The community information and storytelling evening happens every six
months at ONEONESIX, providing a platform for cross-pollination of ideas, networking,
and acknowledgement of people’s passions and talents. Within this relationship is also
the strong connection with Deaf Aotearoa, many of whose community attend these
evenings, and also sometimes training opportunities for young people to provide
technical support and also speak about projects.
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Family Works - An organisation that provides support for vulnerable children and their
families that present a large annual exhibition in the main space of children’s art works
called “Art from The Heart”. Family Works also use Beagle Radio to run DJ sessions with
some of the vulnerable children they are supporting.
Whangārei Girls High School -  Whangārei Girls High students are regular attendees of
theatre events and ONEONESIX and we encourage all shows to consider putting on a
school’s matinee of their shows for this purpose. Girls High students often usher and
volunteer at theatre events and we communicate regularly with their drama department.
This year WGHS band Wam Bam Thank you Mam p
 layed in the courtyard at
ONEONESIX for their contribution to their school’s work day, and the band are now
regular pre show entertainment at the space. A WGHS year 11 student, thanks to
Belltech’s mentorship, has also become the go-to lighting operator for most theatre
events. We feel proud to pay a competent and skilled 16-year-old to fill this vital position.
Pompallier Catholic College - Pompallier students have come to ONEONESIX for a
workday for three years in a row and this year involved around 15 students coming to
volunteer at the space. They painted, sanded, made signs, tidied, trained on Beagle
Radio, built planter boxes and learned how to sew.
Tauraroa Area School - T
 auraroa Area School Drama Department use the space
regularly for theatre events and fundraising. They usually play to full audiences and
most recently fundraised for their trip to the NZ Shakespeare Festival in Schools in
Wellington. They also attend more and more touring theatre events.
Whangārei Homeschoolers - U
 se the space in many different ways as a meeting point
for the homeschooled children and families. It is used for workshops, educational
sessions, social meetups, a weekly children’s show on Beagle Radio and a weekly drama
class in the mainspace.
Kendo Club - A regular user of the space since November 2017 trains young people in
the art of Kendo.
Creative Northland - Creative Northland has been a huge contributor to the wellbeing
and growth of ONEONESIX. Creative Northland subsidise the venue rental costs for
theatre companies bringing work to ONEONESIX. Creative Northland also lend the
community PA system they administer to ONEONESIX and provide valuable promotion
of events.
Company of Giants has been able to attract and host an increasing number of shows
that would not otherwise come to Whangārei due to the lack of an appropriate venue
and sufficient support (and local knowledge) to guarantee an audience. Company of
Giant’s experience with audience development and connections to the wider industry
have been identified by Creative Northland as a necessary and important relationship to
foster and there is the potential for more collaboration in the future.
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“

We are committed to helping
to support the accessibility
of work and community
activity

”

Our core competencies overlap with Creative Northland’s key targets and aims so we
are able to provide these. Creative Northland’s access to funding and the provision of
this funding to touring theatre companies is critical in our city’s ability to see
contemporary New Zealand theatre. Most recently Creative Northland supported a
weekend facilitated by Sam Snedden from the Basement Theatre to guide us through
creating a strategic plan for the ONEONESIX Trust. This process has been invaluable and
Creative Northland’s investment in the space has been a huge part of its survival.
Deaf Aotearoa New Zealand - W
 e are committed to helping to support the accessibility
of work and community activity that deaf people and children in our community can
participate in alongside the hearing community. Deaf Aotearoa has hosted many events
at ONEONESIX during NZSL week in May for the last two years, most recently a well
attended deaf quiz night for all ages. The recent production of Blood Relative had an
NZSL interpreter for one night and we hope to encourage more events to incorporate
and seek funding for this.
Man Alive - Man Alive have used the space for two years now in an eight-week
programme for boys aged 8-12, who may have a lack of positive male role models,
behavioural difficulties, or issues around anger, relationships, communication or
self-esteem. Man Alive Whangārei is situated very close to ONEONESIX and are a strong
user of the space because of its accessibility for young people and welcoming
atmosphere.
Youth Yoga with Helen - Helen Kerrison has a certificate in yoga for children and is
committed to encouraging yoga in young people. This is affordable and available and
happened in the space all of last year as it built into a strong and well attended class. It
has now moved over to the NYT space and continues there.
The Northland District Health Board - Over 2016 and 2017 Company of Giants
collaborated with the NDHB to provide a theatre and arts programme for young people
with diabetes to build resilience and express themselves in a series of three five-week
programmes culminating in an evening of shared work and expression alongside a
community feast for families, NDHB staff and friends of the young people involved. The
high-level arts training and access to a range of arts practitioners and performance and
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theatre facilitators means that COG can provide this service in an innovative, responsive
and original manner. This has been a highly successful programme with overtly positive
outcomes for the young participants (aged 16 - 22) and the NDHB.

“

Collaborating with artists and
creatives to provide young
people with an array of options
and opportunities to develop
themselves

”

This project involved Company of Giants collaborating with many other artists and
organisations to expose these these young people to an array of options and
opportunities to develop relationships further. These included T
 e Kowhai Print Trust,
Northland Polytechnic, S
 ilvertongue Performance Poetry, Beagle Radio, Soju Shots
and local DJ and music makers Mirth and B
 uster FIsher Johnson.
Tai Tokerau Talent - Local theatre production company based in Whangārei often use
the space for auditions and presented their production (performed by young people for
a school’s audience) of F
 our Star Whetu Wha at ONEONESIX in July last year. This
company will develop this work further at ONEONESIX later this year.
Northtech - A continued and developing relationship with the Northtec Arts tutors
resulted in an awesome immersive experimental light show in the back room at
ONEONESIX over a week from Third Year student, Nimmy Santhosh. In return for use of
the space Nimmy has taken photos of various performance events at ONEONESIX. We
hope to host more exhibitions from students and work more closely with the tutors to
facilitate this.
Legacy Diamonds Northland - A youth group supporting teenage girls that meet in the
space every week.
Rainbow Youth - Hold weekly LGBT meetups in the upstairs space.
Script to Stage - A
 youth-led script writing group that has branched out from Northland
Youth Theatre and meets weekly in the backroom.
The Improv Mob - A local group who run improvisation classes and meetups which is
open to anyone who is interested. They recently presented their first Improv comedy
show at ONEONESIX to an audience of a hundred and will likely make this a regular
thing. This was operated by a year 11 WGHS student and supported by local cafe P
 ower
Plant.
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Poetry Group - A monthly performance event for local poets to share their work held in
the back room at ONEONESIX. This culminates in a performance event every six months.
Ren Lunicke - Zee - Transgender theatre maker and comedian who regularly uses the
space for rehearsal and performance and contributes to the space as a volunteer. Their
recent works B
 lood Relative and Zee drew in strong audiences over a four-night period
and this included a korero afterwards with each audience.
Girl Guides Association - G
 lenbervie Girl Guides use the space regularly for meet-ups,
social events and holiday programmes.
Dance Fit - A weekly drop in movement / dance class which is koha entry and open to
everyone.
Nia Dance - A community dance experience which happens in the space every few
months, open to all.
The Vagina Monologues / Becky Aud-Jennison - A highly successful local community
presentation of The Vagina Monologues, presenting women’s stories, performed by local
women to packed out audiences in February. This was so successful the piece will do a
return season at Forum North early next year. This producer is also working on a new
verbatim piece called D
 eath Dialogues which will explore local stories of dealing with
death and suicide which will be workshopped and presented at ONEONESIX.
Ben Ratima Musician - Local musician Ben Ratima performed an acoustic set in July this
year over two nights to large crowds who also enjoyed local hangi made to order.
Creative Technologies Group - A
 new group concentrating on projects that incorporate
art and technology with a view to economic growth in the form of jobs. This group
comprises artists, tech providers, practical “makers” and innovators and is working with
organisations such as CCS Disability Action and CreateAbilities to provide pathways to
employment for tech-able youth with disabilities.
Whangārei Youth Network - The Youth Network sometimes holds its meetings at
ONEONESIX as an important new space for activities and people working with young
people.
Volunteering Northland - Volunteering Northland approached Beagle Radio via
ONEONESIX to train a young local with a physical disability to train as a DJ. WDC
provided a new door for the Beagle studio that enabled the new DJ to navigate his
power chair freely.
(iv) National Collaboration and its Benefits
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Unitec School of Performing Arts - In October last year Unitec brought their graduating
production to ONEONESIX for one night and was attended by a large audience with
many high school students. This was a chance to see student actors at work and for
Whangārei young people to talk to them about training. We hope to make this a regular
event.

“

A chance to see student
actors at work and for
young people to talk to them
about training

”

Indian Ink Theatre Company - Will present their acclaimed new theatre piece M
 rs
Krishnan’s Party in August this year and preparations and publicity are in full swing. This
is a four-day public season, including a schools show with four schools sending student
to a matinee and forum. Indian Ink will also provide a community workshop in mask work
and theatre making.
Red Leap Theatre Company - Red Leap are returning to ONEONESIX with their hit show
Kororareka w
 hich they presented to sold-out audiences for a three night season last
June. Over 300 people saw this production and they are returning for their second
Northland tour in September this year.
White Face Crew - Popular Auckland Clown-based Theatre company brought their
acclaimed work La Vie Dans Une Marionette i n July for their last venue before taking it
to the Edinburgh Festival last year. This was a strong original NZ work for children and
adults and ONEONESIX was packed with families who loved this high quality piece.
Massive Theatre Company - Auckland based Massive Theatre Company often use the
space for workshops with teenagers and young theatre makers. They will soon launch a
directing master class programme for young people in Whangārei which will happen
between the NYT space and ONEONESIX.
Te Waka Huia Productions - Presented their new NZ play T
 e Waka Huia at ONEONESIX
in September last year during their first Northland tour. This play was based on a
significant Northland event that happened in the Brynderwyns and was a powerful and
emotional event for many audience members who had connections to the tragedy.
Mad Productions Ltd - In December this year, we are excited to be hosting the
development season of a new piece of theatre, Essays commissioned to be presented
for the Silo Theatre in Auckland early next year. Mad Productions Ltd was granted a
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Creative New Zealand arts grant to develop the work at ONEONESIX over a two-week
period in order to give it the time it needs before its premiere season in Auckland at the
Q Theatre. We are delighted to be involved in this vital part of the process and feel it
exactly represents the kind of role ONEONESIX can play in terms of the wider NZ theatre
industry - offer a place for work to workshop, develop and grow with a solid and
intelligent audience before hitting the big centres - an o
 ff-broadway style kaupapa. This
is a huge gap in the NZ theatre industries - a lack of funding to give work the amount of
time it needs to truly grow and develop in its first season. This means too that Whangārei
audiences and young people have access to top quality contemporary works at the very
beginning of their journey.
Catch Casting - Auckland casting company Catch Casting have used ONEONESIX
several times as a space to audition Northland young people for various television film
opportunities. Each time Whangārei youth have been cast in a project.
YR Casting - Another casting company who have used the space while casting young
Māori actors for a feature film.
The Basement Theatre - The Basement Theatre is an Auckland venue for young and
emerging theatre makers who we have begun a collaboration with. Ultimately we hope
we can be hosting theatre either directly before or after an Auckland season at the
Basement theatre. We believe we can expand this model to get works from the Auckland
Fringe and the Comedy Festival which is usually work made by emerging artists. This is a
very exciting relationship and ONEONESIX can learn from The Basement theatre model
in many ways in terms of audience development, income streams, health and safety
practices, policies and funding models.
Plumb Productions - T
 oured their production of B
 londe Poison to ONEONESIX in October
last year starring Elizabeth Hawthorn. This event directly led to employment of young
Company of Giants theatre maker Stacey Henderson (who volunteered as Front of
House manager for them at ONEONESIX) as their production manager in Auckland for
several new ventures and was also operated by our student operator Lexi who was paid
for her commitment.
Stephen Taberner Performance and workshop - Melbourne-based musician and choir
leader travelled to ONEONESIX to lead an open singing workshop which was attended by
over 60 locals and performed his solo show the following night.
Johanna Cosgrove ‘Aunty’ - Auckland based comedian and Actor Johanna Cosgrove
has developed and toured her successful show Aunty t o ONEONESIX, as well as being
part of the ONEONESIX community we can call on to help bring work from Auckland.
(v) Promotion and effect of ONEONESIX activities
Company of Giants uses Facebook, emails, newspaper articles, posters, radio,
information to schools and word of mouth to promote the happenings at ONEONESIX.
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The Company of Giants and ONEONESIX Facebook pages have a combined following of
more than 1700 people. As a result of the recent Pompallier College community work
day, we have also engaged a young person from Pompallier College who is now in
charge of our Snapchat and Instagram accounts as well as contributing to Facebook
engagement. We aim to continue to grow these social media channels to target and
attract a greater audience among young people. We believe that in order for that
growth to occur, our social media channels need to be led by young people.

“

We believe that for growth to
occur, young people need to
take leadership

”

We use a MailChimp database for regular electronic mailing of newsletters to over 800
subscribers.
We have strong networks which we support and which support us, including Northland
Youth Theatre, WGHS, Pompallier College, Ngāti Hine FM, Beagle Radio, Creative
Northland, and Channel North.
The ONEONESIX website (www.oneonesix.nz) is gaining traction and support and we
have just invested in a relaunch making it clearer and easier to engage with. The new site
clearly communicates up and coming events as well as how to get involved or to use the
space.
(vi) Provision of programmes / training / teaching
Please see the list of local collaborators (above) for details of who is providing classes
and training in the space. In summary, the range of training and activities for community
is constantly growing and includes radio training, cooking, circus, martial arts, yoga,
theatre classes, improvisation, dance, choir, skate school, poetry and creative movement.
(vii) Holiday programmes
1.

Circus holiday programmes have been provided in each school holiday by
Kumarani Circus
2. During the most recent school holidays we were able to present theatre for
families and children with a return season of T
 he Owl and The Pussycat
(Company of Giants). Last year several theatre shows for children happened in
the space during the holidays; L
 a Vie Dans Une Marionette (White Face Crew)
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and The Boy who Lost his Jabberwock. With more funding and operational
support we aim to focus on bringing and developing more theatre events for
children and families especially.
(viii) Events: funding, sponsorship, public awareness
We have been involved in all of the aforementioned events (outlined in the collaborations
with the organisations and companies both local and national) and in varying forms of
engagement - from initiation and development through to contact and provision of
space and promotion support.
ONEONESIX is not just an alternative venue - our role and contribution has been in the
creation, facilitation and execution of the events and relationships, over and above
providing a space. This applies particularly in relation to opportunities coming from out
of town which require many nuanced conversations and support which is not available at
other venues in Whangārei. Most of these events would not happen without this work and
the provision of the space by WDC and Company of Giants.

ONEONESIX is about the
creation, facilitation and
execution of events and
relationships, over and
above providing a space

“

”

The specific Company of Giants generated events over the last year include:
●

The Owl and The Pussycat, directed by Laurel Devenie and created and
developed by the company over three years, is an original piece of theatre for all
ages and this year had a return season at ONEONESIX to full houses in July
before travelling to Auckland where it was presented by Auckland Live at the Civic
Theatre Winter Garden. The cast, who are all training and working professionally
either in Wellington, Auckland or Whangāre, are all from Whangārei and all under
24. The piece was met with a great response from audiences in both cities and will
keep touring where possible.

●

The Type One Diabetes Project: O
 ur Highs and Lows, was a unique collaboration
between the Northland District Health Board and Company of Giants led by
Laurel Devenie. This project involved 15 young people living with T1 Diabetes, 4
young (under 24) Company of Giants facilitators, as well as over 10 other artists
and practitioners from the community. It involved three five-week intensives over
a year of engagement and culminated in an exciting and large community
sharing of work.. This project was the first of its kind and we hope to be able to
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continue to find collaborations which allow arts practices to address areas of
health and wellbeing for young people. The nature of this work included
performance, audio work, singing, storytelling, photography, song writing,
performance poetry, writing, cooking, dancing and drawing.
●

The Boy who left his Jabberwork, a
 n original theatre work for Children created by
members of Company of Giants, Thomas Gowing, Tomasin Fisher Johnson ,
Georgia May Pope and Lutz Hamm (all under 24). This piece has developed over
a year and a half and will continue to grow to eventually tour elsewhere.

All of the events and collaborations both led and supported by Company of Giants have
occurred because of the existence of ONEONESIX. Currently our team is dedicated to
keeping the doors open and trying to streamline processes and build structures for
ONEONESIX to be sustainable. Funding and sponsorship are on the horizon but require
time and energy to be able to achieve. We are confident this will increase with trust
status and a paid full time position.
(ix) Local Government funding
WDC continue to support ONEONESIX with a 100% rental subsidy for Company of Giants
as the lease holders. Without this subsidy ONEONESIX could not operate.
Company of Giants member Thomas Gowing received $2500 from the WDC Performing
arts Fund to support the December season of Jabberwock. This money went directly to
technical costs and providing buses for tamariki from low decile schools to get to and
from the venue to see the show.
(x) External agencies and philanthropic trusts
Our biggest donation continues to be the voluntary time of the numerous local people
that has been put specifically into the ONEONESIX project. Currently we calculate our
average v
 olunteer hours to be 3
 5 hours per week. Calculated over our 52 week working
year at a living wage of $20.20, this donation amounts to $
 36764. We see this funding as
external, as Company of Giants is a professional theatre company, with these donations
being specifically made to the community-owned ONEONESIX project, and not to
Company of Giants itself.
Creative Northland - contributed $2500 towards the development of a strategic plan for
the ONEONESIX trust that will ensure ONEONESIX becomes a sustainable community
resource. Creative Northland also contribute towards touring theatre companies in the
form of hiring ONEONESIX as a venue. Creative Northland provide advice on funding and
relationship building with funding organisations such as Foundation North. This is a
pivotal relationship.
Oxford Sports Trust - R
 ecently we received $1000 towards the purchase of a scaffold
tower which allows us to safely change the lights in the space for each new event.
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Belltech - much in-kind support, technical expertise, and healthy continued working
relationship. Belltech has made it possible for ONEONESIX to become a venue which
highly respected artists are looking forward to performing at.
HRV - Sponsorship of a heat-pump for the back room which is often used for sensitive
work with children and young people.
South Pacific Pictures - Donation of large theatre lights and recently a lighting board
which will mean a far more streamlined approach to lighting for touring productions.
The Woodshed - continued free rental of truck for transport of large items such as
rostra and scaffolding to and from ONEONESIX. This has allowed tight timeframes
between events to be catered for.
Creative Northland - provision of PA for performances, funding of $2500 towards
ONEONESIX Trust strategic plan.
Colin Holwell / CJH Ltd. - storage provision for many large items required for
temporary use within ONEONESIX, and the free rental of a trailer to transport such items.
Critical to the full utilisation of the building.
Beagle Radio - supplier of volunteer labour at working bees.
Brian Keene - Electrical work and use of scaffold
Bob Murphy - Electrical Work
Northland Youth Theatre - Use of lights and dimmer-pack donated to them by Forum
North (serviced by COG) and the use of rostra and staging in return for storing it.
Harcourts and T
 he Woodshed - donation of car park rental from the carpark next door
for ONEONESIX users.
Henderson Reeves, C
 ato Bolam, Morris and Morris, MAQ Accountants: Sponsored
performances for low decile schools to see Jabberwock.
Tikipunga Primary, Raurimu Avenue School, Morningside Primary, Blomfield School,
Otangarei Primary - G
 roups from all of these schools were able to come and see
Jabberwork through this sponsorship.
(xi) Tours / visits and the successes of ONEONESIX
Please see collaborators section (question 3 and 4) for the tours and events that have
occurred over the last year and their relative successes.
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(xii) Future plans for ONEONESIX
Please see questions 3 and 4 for many of the activities that will happen in the space over
the next six months.
The key component in the future plans of Company of Giants is the implementation of
the strategic plan. This should ensure the sustainability of ONEONESIX by;
● securing operational funding to enable a full time manager to be employed
● continuing investment in the building infrastructure
● developing audience and growing participation for users of ONEONESIX
● developing ONEONESIX as a pathway for youth to acquire skills in theatre and
performance
Several other plans that rely on strengthening infrastructure and increased funding
include;
●

To build a solid and active relationship with Te Pou Theatre and the Basement
Theatre in Auckland. Collaborating to build audiences at ONEONESIX for
performance work that is relevant to the people of Te Tai Tokerau from these
venues. Not only will this give new work the chance to develop in front of more
audiences but also allow the people of Whangārei access to more contemporary
performance work.

●

To investigate the viability and develop a Whangārei Arts festival at first based
out of ONEONESIX and then slowly increasing to a collaboration with more
venues and groups around the city. This would begin as a pilot with small clusters
of work and grow over several years.

●

To establish a full time or several part time positions to manage ONEONESIX
sustainably. These roles will include administration, communication, youth
engagement, artistic programming, technician and Health and Safety. In order for
this to happen we need to attract operational funding and corporate sponsorship.

For questions or further information about ONEONESIX please contact;
Laurel Devenie (laurel@oneonesix.nz)
Matt Keene (matt@oneonesix.nz)
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Appendices
Appendix 1: Usage Statistics
Month

Visitors / Users

August 2017

1298

September 2017

1021

October 2017

973

November 2017

1156

December 2017

1361

January 2018

769

February 2018

1263

March 2018

902

April 2018

981

May 2018

1014

June 2018

1032

July 2018

1756

TOTAL

13526

AVERAGE MONTHLY VISITS
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Appendix 2: Snapshot of July 2018 Activity at ONEONESIX
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